
 

 

 

Faculty Development Committee 

Agenda 

September 18, 2012 

12:00 

Founders’ Room 

Attendees:  Rich Feeley, Deb Fournier, Bobbie White, Lisa Sullivan, Vicky Parker, Marianne Prout 

• Review of minutes from July 9, 2012 
• Announcements 

o Academy for Faculty Advancement 
 Underway now with 3 new SPH faculty: from EH, Epi, IH  

o Department of Medicine mid-career faculty grant: here is the information that is now on 
BUSM website: 

 Boston University School of Medicine is receiving a $250,000 grant from 
the American Council on Education (ACE) and the Alfred P. Sloan 
Foundation for its innovative work in career flexibility for academic 
physicians. 

 Boston University School of Medicine will use the Alfred P. Sloan Award 
for Faculty Career Flexibility to build on innovative existing policies and 
programs that facilitate professional and personal balance while 
implementing new initiatives that provide multiple levels of mentoring. 
Mentoring will increase career flexibility by enabling faculty to navigate 
the path to advancement more efficiently while avoiding burnout. 
Specifically, we will design a midcareer faculty development program to 
enhance career advancement. We will also create an online database of 
mentors and facilitate communities of practice to stimulate peer and 
senior mentoring to foster career flexibility. 

 

o Community of Practice in Faculty Development met on 9/13/12, convened by 
Gail March, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Director, Instructional Design and Faculty 
Development, Office of Medical Education, Boston University School of 
Medicine.  Attendees included Rob Schadt and Marianne Prout from SPH and 
representatives from the dental and medical school.  The meeting focused on 



faculty development in teaching and especially the dispersed teaching of clinical 
skills.  Marianne raised questions about the broader range of faculty activities, 
especially the need for research funding, in SPH.  She was asked to present 
information on the FDA in 12/12.  

• Framework for faculty development at BUSPH 

This discussion built on a meeting Marianne had with the Dean in August.  Here is the full agenda with 
notes added after the meeting and sent to the Dean.  

Faculty Development meeting with Meenan: 8/12/12 

Issues for upcoming year 

1. Faculty development resources by department 
a. Survey of departments shows dramatic variation 

i. does this result in inequities for junior faculty? 
ii. should we offer supplemental $ to departments with rich programs to open 

them to entire school? 
2. Individual faculty member development funds 

a. Faculty know their development needs 
b. Morale 
c. Amount proposed should not be considered only option, can we negotiate? 

3. Mentoring evaluation 
a. Soundly rejected by chairs 
b. Discussed options with FDC….”if it is not evaluated,  it is not valued” 

4. Do we have the correct model for faculty development? 
a. Chairs vary in their commitment and skill 
b. The survey of opportunities by department confirms that one approach not appropriate 

to all chairs/departments 
5. Roles for senior faculty 

o Affirmative plans to “maturing” faculty to maximally use their experiences/skills/wisdom  
 

This meeting was a very thoughtful exchange with the Dean and raised multiple questions, for which the 
FDC members’ opinions are being sought. 

1. Who is responsible for faculty development and who is accountable? Are those aligned? 
2. Is faculty development and entitlement or a reward? 
3. Is faculty development ever viewed as reparative or just developmental? Is it reactive or 

proactive? 
4. Should faculty development resources be focused on junior faculty or on all phases of academic 

career cycles? 
 

 



RF: Faculty development is a set of resources that gets your organization to its goals.  Managers 
of faculty need to assign/distribute development resources as needed, but low participation in 
good resources (like CEIT) suggest individuals don’t apply for resources.  Faculty member has to 
be willing to improve skills and go to program to improve skills.  Sometimes use resources for 
retraining faculty who are going to leave. 
 
VP: really is a breach between accountable and responsible.  Faculty development is a shared 
responsibility between faculty, mentor, and chair.  Chair’s responsibility is to “make it happen” 
but not to do the mentoring, etc. 
 
RW: Faculty development is a resource we need for faculty at many different levels (VP add, 
how to be an associate chair!).  Each chair is a chair for a different reason, so different emphases 
are not surprising. 
 
DF: The obstacles for faculty development reflect big system problems which need to be 
changed;  activities do not equal change. 
 
Suggestions:  
1. RF:  peer teaching/coach should become routine for new faculty.  Problems teachers should 

be handled 1 on 1.  DF: only observation not as helpful as review of effective practices 
followed by observation. 

2. RF: What if FD director held a meeting with each chair 6 weeks after FDA meetings?  This 
meeting would ask what are issues for different faculty in your department?  How are 
faculty needs being met?  The chair must identify the needs and the resources. 

3. DF: consider inviting Mark Prashker to next FDC meeting to discuss metrics. 
 

• Peer coaching for teaching – committee responsibility 
o Lisa, few volunteers, started as a pilot program this fall but issue of how to increase 

participation will come up after the pilot. 


